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 T2 Centers or LTAPs located in all 50 states
 Funded by FHWA and state DOTs
 Mission – promote training, tech transfer, research

implementation at local level
 Delaware T2 hosted by University of Delaware, part
of Delaware Center for Transportation
 Delaware T2 funded by FHWA and DelDOT

The Preliminaries
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Today’s Instructors:
 Dr. Earl “Rusty” Lee – T2 Center Coordinator
 Matheu J. Carter, P.E. – Municipal Engineering
Circuit Rider
Restrooms, etc.
Standard Reminders:
 Cell phones, pagers, beepers, walkie-talkies
 Sidebar conversations

More Preliminaries
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 Questions – any time
 We’re a small crowd – let’s

keep it interactive and
informal

 Sharing of thoughts or

examples – any time

 These slides will be posted

on our website – see link on
your notes

The T2 Center MUTCD Program
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What we cover directly:
 Introduction and Part 1 (General) – today’s module
 Part 2 (Signs)
 Part 3 (Markings)
 Part 6 (Temporary Traffic Control/Work Zones)
What we incorporate:
 Part 7 (School Areas)
 Part 9 (Bicycle Facilities)

The T2 Center MUTCD Program
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However
What we don’t cover:
Go to the DE
 Part 4 (Traffic Signals)
MUTCD
website for
 Part 5 (Low-Volume Roads)
training slides
on the changes
 Part 8 (Railroad and Light Rail)
to Parts 2, 3, 4,
6, 7, 8, & 9
Why?:
 These modules are directed towards municipal gov’ts
 Part 4 – you probably don’t own signals
 Part 5 – their definition of low-volume roads excludes
municipal streets
 Part 8 – you probably aren’t responsible for RRs or light
rail
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Introduction
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In this module:
 A little bit of “MUTCD 101”
 A general overview of the “Parts”
 Details of the MUTCD Introduction and Part 1
 Some thoughts on regulatory liability and tort
implications
 The meaning of “DelDOT maintained street”
 Retroreflectivity of signs and markings
 A focus on the Delaware MUTCD

Where Are You in the Game?
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Show of hands – where do you fit in?
 I can’t spell MUTCD – I’ve never opened it
 I have a passing familiarity – but I’ve always thought
it was out of my wheel house
 I’ve been told how to do things and I assume it’s
based on the MUTCD
 I’ve read parts of it over time and applied it as I need
 I’m pretty fluent in the MUTCD
 I know the MUTCD – I could teach this course
(careful, you’re now our “go to” person)

Where Are You in the Game?
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Regardless of where are you now:
 We hope you’ll have a greater command when we’re
done
 Don’t imagine this workshop will make you an expert
(unless you already are one) – practice will do that
 As we go, share your challenges, experiences, and
solutions – let’s all learn from each other
Ok – let’s get into it

Delaware MUTCD
• Federal MUTCD published in Dec. 2009
• DE MUTCD committee began meeting
in Jan. 2010 to establish DE-specific
guidance
• DE MUTCD submitted to Delaware
Register for public comment in Spring
2011
• Except as noted, all presentation
materials are the Delaware MUTCD
June 2011
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2011 DE MUTCD
(DRAFT)

Where Do I Find the Delaware MUTCD?
DelDOT Website

http://deldot.gov/index.shtml
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Where Do I Find the Delaware MUTCD?
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Where Do I Find the Delaware MUTCD?
New Shortcut
to this page
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Notice there are
other documents
here too –
complimentary
guidance,
memoranda, etc.

www.mutcd.deldot.gov

2009 MUTCD and DE MUTCD Format Revisions
• Paragraphs are
numbered
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2011 DE MUTCD
(DRAFT)

• No more metric
• Definitions relocated to
Part 1
• Delaware Revisions in
blue with line in margin
and “(DE Revision)” at
beginning of paragraph
•

DE Standard: Reverted to 2003 MUTCD language allowing engineering judgment
•

More on this later

•

Standards are bolded

•

Guidance is italicized

•

Options remain unformatted

How to Read the MUTCD
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Throughout the MUTCD, each section will contain one
or more of the following in some combination:
 Standard – “a statement of required, mandatory, or specifically prohibitive
practice regarding a TCD” – these are “SHALLs”

 Guidance – “a statement of recommended, but not mandatory, practice in typical
situations, with deviations allowed if engineering judgment or engineering study
indicates the deviation to be appropriate” – these are “SHOULDs”

 Option – “a statement of practice that is a permissive condition and carries no
requirement or recommendation” – these are “MAYs”

 Support – “an informational statement that does not convey any degree of
mandate, recommendation, authorization, prohibition, or enforceable condition”

Part 1; Section 1A.13

So?
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So what?
 You won’t like some of the things the MUTCD tells
you to do or how to do it or where to do it or that you
can’t do it
 You will get frustrated
 You may want to throw it across the room – don’t,
it’s too expensive and not bound very well
 Instead, know the differences between shall,
should, and may

Does the MUTCD Apply to My Road?
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 In all likelihood, yes
 If you can put a car, truck, bus, bike, segway,

skateboard, or pedestrian on it and it’s open to the
public, yes (¶01)
 “Private”
property too
 Now, notice
¶03 C.

Introduction; Page I-1

Where Doesn’t the MUTCD Apply?
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 Generally, look to definition of Private Road Open to

Public in 1A.13
 Unless you have a gated property where you restrict
access at all times, you need to read the MUTCD
 The private sector commercial, industrial, retail, etc.
folks need to understand this from a liability
standpoint

Part 1; Section 1A.13; ¶03

Does the MUTCD Apply to My Road?
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 Yes
 Circulation roads
 No
 Parking Isles
 Still…MUTCD is best

practice

Introduction; Page I-1

Do I Have to Upgrade Immediately?
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 Generally, no
 See Introduction
 Typically called “programmatic replacement”
 But there are

exceptions –
see Table I-2
for compliance
dates – we’ll
talk about
some of these
in later
modules

Introduction; Page I-3; ¶19 -23

Do I Have to Upgrade Immediately?
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 Compliance table
 Programmatic change
 Tort liability

Introduction; Page I-4

 Pending changes in

Federal Rule…
 Stay on schedule

Do I Have to Upgrade Immediately?
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Update
 Compliance table
changed radically
 Used to be 3 pages
 This is it now
 Pressure’s off?
 Guess again

Introduction; Page I-4

When is a TCD Needed?
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Section 1A.02 guides us:
“To be effective, a traffic control device should meet
five basic requirements:
A. Fulfill a need;
B. Command attention;
C. Convey a clear, simple meaning;
D. Command respect from road users; and
E. Give adequate time for proper response.”
Part 1; Section 1A.02; ¶02

Uniformity
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 Drivers have seconds or less to see a TCD
 Peds and bikers too
 Urban environment – density of TCDs much higher
 Uniformity (size, color, shape, condition, even font)

is key to fast recognition of the message

Part 1; Section 1A.02; ¶07 et seq.

Uniformity, Placement, Maintenance
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 Uniformity of the TCDs alone does not constitute

conformity – how and where they are placed (and
not placed) just as important
 Placement standards will be particularly examined in
the Part 2 (signs) and Part 3 (markings) modules
 Maintenance




Retroreflectivity is key with signs and markings – more on that
later
Even small amounts of graffiti, dirt, bullet holes or vegetative
growth can greatly diminish the effectiveness of signs

Part 1; Section 1A.06; ¶01

Responsibility for TCDs
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 The agency, corporation, or individual that “has

jurisdiction”






State route – state DOT? Don’t assume; stay tuned
Municipal side street – municipal responsibility presumably
Bike path through a park – parks department presumably
Shopping center circulation road – mall owner presumably
If my agency “maintains the road” does that mean we’re responsible
for the TCDs outside the curbs? More on that later under the topic
“DelDOT maintained streets”

 “23 CFR 655.603 adopts the MUTCD as the national

standard for all traffic control devices installed on any
street, highway, bikeway, or private road open to public
travel (see definition in Section 1A.13)”

Part 1; Section 1A.07; ¶01

Responsibility for TCDs
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Part 1; Section 1A.07

Authority to Place TCDs
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 If you/your agency/your company has jurisdiction

over the road, you have the authority (and the
responsibility) to determine what signs and
markings do and don’t get installed or removed
 State road within a town – typically a shared
jurisdiction with the state and town
 Advertisements and announcements within the right
of way – only if you say so
 Let the Delaware MUTCD be your guide – follow it
and you should be okay
Part 1; Section 1A.08; ¶01

When a TCD Isn’t
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 Some signs and devices in the ROW are not TCDs
 They can

be there if
you say so
and if they
fulfill a
legitimate
purpose

 But they cannot be allowed to interfere with TCDs
Part 1; Section 1A.08; ¶06 et seq.

Engineering Judgment/Study
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Part 1; Section 1A.09; ¶01 et seq.

Engineering Judgment/Study
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Update – no longer a Delaware exception

Part 1; Section 1A.09; ¶01 et seq.

Engineering Judgment/Study
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 MUTCD defines the difference
 Notice that a study requires documentation, but

judgment alone does not

Part 1; Section 1A.16
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Engineering
Judgment/Study

To practice
engineering in
Delaware, you
have to be an
Engineer
Delaware Professional Engineers Act: https://dape.org/static/2009%20LAW.pdf

Interpretations, Experimentation, Changes
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 Design, application, and placement of TCDs other

than those adopted in the MUTCD prohibited
 Prohibited – plaintiff lawyers love that word
 You can ask for permission from FHWA to try
something different, but DelDOT can tell you that’s a
significant undertaking

Part 1; Section 1A.10; ¶01

Other Documents
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 FHWA’s “Standard Highway

Signs and Markings”
http://mutcd.fhwa.dot.gov/s
er-shs_millennium.htm
 Delaware Standard Signs
Book – see DelDOT MUTCD
page under “Part 2 Signs”
 Both are being updated

Part 1; Section 1A.11; ¶01

Other Documents
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 AASHTO’s Roadside Design Guide
 Clear zone
 Breakaway and yielding anchors

Breakaway
or yielding
anchors?

There are many others list in Section 1A.11
Part 1; Section 1A.11; ¶04

“Negative
Clear Zone”

Colors
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 Each one has identified purposes

Part 1; Section 1A.12; ¶01 et seq.

 Improper

use can
undermine
enforcement
attempts

Definitions and Acronyms
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 These used to be scattered throughout the MUTCD
 They are now centralized in Part 1
 259 Definitions
 43 Acronyms

Part 1; Section 1A.13 & 1A.14

Abbreviations
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 Section 1A.15 lists abbreviations
 Acceptable
 Unacceptable
 Specific to Portable Changeable Message Signs
 How and when to abbreviate

Part 1; Section 1A.15

Delaware Rules of the Road
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 Worth a browse

once a year







Pedestrian rules
Bicycle rules
Skateboard rules
Scooter rules
Vehicle rules
Setting speed
limits

http://delcode.delaware.gov/title21/c041/index.shtml

Delaware Rules of the Road
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 Setting speed restrictions

Retroreflectivity
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 This is just a teaser
 For details:
 Part 2 (Signs) module
 Part 3 (Markings) module
 Retroreflectivity training
Basic Retroreflectivity
 Retroreflectivity for Inspectors

Daytime signing here is complementary



Nighttime signing here is necessary

 Retroreflectivity promises to be a real attractor for

tort liability lawsuits
 Revised deadline – July 2011


Assessment or management method must be in place

Retroreflectivity
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 Signs and pavement markings

should all be retroreflective
 Most signs now have minimum
quantitative retroreflectivity
levels (Table 2A-3) that must
be maintained
 Additional sign standards are
coming
 Similar standards coming for
pavement markings

“DelDOT Maintained Streets”
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 Within municipal limits, this often means curb to

curb only



Town Agreements
Project Agreements

 So, the sidewalks, the signage, etc. are typically your

concern, despite what DelDOT may from time to
time do
 How does this square with MUTCD 1A.07 – the
agency, corporation, or individual that “has
jurisdiction” is responsible for signage?


By virtue of whatever agreements may be in place and the
practices that are generally accepted by DelDOT and the
municipalities

Liabilities and Risk
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 You can’t eliminate risk – but you can manage it
 Liabilities
 Regulatory – while there are no “MUTCD Police,” you may find
that you can’t get certain funding if your signs and markings
are non-compliant
 Constituents – your residents expect safe roads and they exact
their frustrations through many avenues
 Tort liability – signs and pavement markings are a cottage
industry for plaintiffs’ attorneys
 Yes, you have many unmet transportation

challenges, but you can’t afford to ignore this one

What is/are in the Other Modules?
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 Part 2 (Signs) – ground based only
 General (colors, dimensions, mountings,
locations, retroreflectivity)
 Regulatory signs, barricades, and gates
 Warning signs and object markers
 Guide signs for conventional roads (as
opposed to freeways)
 General information signs
 Tourist-oriented directional signs
 Changeable message signs
 Emergency management signs

What is/are in the Other Modules?
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 Part 3 (Markings)
 General (colors, dimensions,
materials, retroreflectivity)
 Pavement and curb markings
 Delineators
 Colored pavements
 Channelizing devices
 Islands
 Rumble strip markings

What is/are in the Other Modules?
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 Part 6 (Temporary Traffic Controls)
 General and fundamental principals
 TTC (aka, Work Zone) elements
 Pedestrian and worker safety
 Flagger control
 Work zone devices
 Types of work zone activities
 Typical applications/cases
 Incident management areas

Where Can I Find This Stuff?
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 Federal MUTCD: http://mutcd.fhwa.dot.gov/
 Delaware MUTCD: www.mutcd.deldot.gov
 Delaware T2 Center:

http://www.ce.udel.edu/dct/T2.html

 These slides:

http://www.ce.udel.edu/dct/T2TechBriefs.html

Need More?
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Rusty Lee
T2 Center Coordinator
Delaware T2 Center
elee@udel.edu
(302) 831-6241

Matt Carter
Municipal Engineering
Circuit Rider
Delaware T2 Center
matheu@udel.edu
(302) 831-7236

http://www.ce.udel.edu/dct/T2.html
The Technology Transfer (T²) or Local Technical Assistance Program is a partnership among state universities, state departments of transportation, and the Federal Highway
Administration. There are 58 centers throughout the United States with primary missions to promote training, technology transfer, and research project implementation at state and
local transportation agencies. This document and/or its attachments may contain analyses or other technical information. These are prepared as an Information Service of the
Delaware T2 Center and are provided "as is" without warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied. The Delaware T2 Center, and its funding agencies (e.g., DelDOT, FHWA,
University of Delaware) shall not be responsible for the use of this information. The products and technologies discussed herein (some of which are proprietary) are not endorsed by
the author or the Delaware T2 Center. Except where noted, all content herein, including photographs and tables, were developed and produced by the Delaware T2 Center and may
not be reprinted or otherwise used without written permission.

